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We consider a sample of a trajectory of an ergodic process mx through a stationary
noisy observation process. We study the asymptotic ergodicity of the phase process.
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1. MEANING OF ASYMPTOTIC ERGODICITY
An ergodic process mx is given and a sample of its trajectory is fixed.
This sample is observed through a stationary noisy observation process.
What is the amount of information that the non-linear filtering algorithm
can bring when the observation time becomes large?
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Two opposite effects fight together:
(i) the information gathered by the observation increases with the
time;
(ii) the time increases, the continuous stream of noise driving the
evolution of the process mx has the effect of destroying the previously
gathered information.
The result of this fighting is that the filtering process will fluctuate, being
asymptotically governed by some ergodic process. A practical consequence
is that it is not valuable to pursue the filtering algorithm during large time:
there is some kind of ‘‘optimal filtering time’’ after which the precision
obtained will not be ‘‘significantly’’ increased.
We investigate in this paper a specific situation when this program can
be performed. The result can be found in Section 7. We announced this
paper in [7].
We note that Ce rou [5] works in a completely opposite situation where
the process mx is constant. Then the effect (ii) disappears and indeed large
time filtering can allow us sometimes to reach the certitude.
A general asymptotic study of the filter process has been made by
Kunita, see [13].
1.1. Assumptions on the Signal Process
We shall assume that the state space of the unknown process is a smooth
compact connected manifold M of dimension r on which are given d
smooth vectors fields Ak . The unknown process will be driven by the
following infinitesimal generator
L= 12 :
k # [1, d ]
L2Ak+LA0 . (1.1)
1.1.1. Hypoellipticity Assumptions
We shall assume that the operator L is hypoelliptic which means that
the brackets of the Ak span at each point m # M the tangent space Tm(M ),
k>0.
1.1.2. Ergodicity of the Signal Process
We shall assume that there exists a probability measure + on M such
that L is a symmetric operator in L2+(M); the hypoellipticity assumptions
imply the uniqueness of + and that in every local chart + has a C  density
relative to the Lebesgue measure.
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Remark 1.1. The Brownian motion on a compact Riemmannian
manifold M* cannot be written canonically as an operator of the form
(1.1). It is possible to get around this difficulty through the following
procedure (see for instance [18, pp. 282286]).
We denote by M the bundle of orthonormal frames over M*; then,
through the Ito^ stochastic parallel transport the Brownian motion on M*
has a unique horizontal lifting to M which defines a process on M which
is driven by an infinitesimal generator of the form (1.1), where A0=0, and
where the Ak are the canonical horizontal vector fields.
The uniqueness of the horizontal lifting implies the isomorphism of
the probability space: we get in this way that the probability space of the
Brownian motion over M* is canonically isomorphic to the probability
space of a process having its infinitesimal generator of the form (1.1).
Therefore all the results of this paper will be valid when the unknown
process is the Brownian motion of a compact manifold. We do not want
to be involved too much in this paper with the technology of stochastic
differential geometry and we shall not develop the details of the reduction
which is sketched above.
1.2. The Spectral Gap
Under the above hypothesis on L, the inverse B of the restriction of L
to the subspace of L2(M; +) orthogonal to 1 is a compact operator; the
spectral gap of L, equal to &B&&1, is therefore strictly positive.
1.3. The Observation Process
A Rn-valued smooth function h is given on M; we shall assume that h is
orthogonal in L2(M; +) to 1; this hypothesis is natural: indeed the observation
through a constant function brings no information at all!
The observed process y({) will be an Rn-valued process given by
y({)=W({)+|
{
0
h(mx(*)) d*, (1.2)
where W is a Rn-valued Brownian motion uncoupled with the process mx .
We denote by Y{ the _-field generated by the observation during the time
[0, {]. We consider the conditional law of mx under Y{ which, for {>0 has
a density as shown [16]; we denote by qt this density.
In [14] H. Kunita studied under general assumptions the structure of
the set of all invariant measure for a Markov process with state space
M_3_Rn where 3 denotes the convex set of probability measures defined
on M.
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1.4. A Bayesian Approach to the Zakai Equation
The Bayes formula describes how an a priori distribution is changed by
an observation; we take for a priori distribution the law of the signal pro-
cess under Yt and for observation Y
t
t+=, t , the innovation of Y*
appearing
on [t, t+=]; then the Bayes formula can be written
P(dm | Yt+=)=
1
c |M P(dm | Y
t
t+= 6 m0) P(dm0 | Yt),
where c is a normalizing constant determined by the condition that the
integral in dm of the l.h.s. is equal to 1. The equality P(dm | Yt)=\t leads
to the equation
\t+=(dm)=
1
c |M P(dm | Y
t
t+= 6 m0)\t(dm0).
Given m0 , we consider the random variable
$( y) :=y(t+=)& y(t)==h(m0)+W(t+=)&W(t)+o(=).
We use a local chart around m0 ; we denote by c: the value at m0 of the
operator L operating on the : coordinate; the Ito^ calculus gives, up to
terms of order o(=), the expressions
A :=m:x(t+=)&m
:
0&=c
:, B := $( y)&=h(m0)=$(W ).
The random variables A and B are independent; the law of B under the
conditioning by A is equal to the law free of conditioning; it is the same
for the law of $( y).
Therefore the law of $( y) conditioned by mx(t+=) is
[2?]&r2 exp \& 12= &!&=h&2+ d!=CD d!,
where
C(*)=exp(! V h& 12 &h&
2), D(*)=(2?) &r2 exp(&12 &!&
2),
and V denotes the scalar product in Rn. The wanted conditional law under
Yt+= is proportional to [CD]($( y)). We denote by q^t(m)=#(t) qt where
#(t) # Yt is a suitably choosen scalar valued function. As $( y) # Yt+= , we
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can factorize out D($( y)) into #(t+=) and we obtain the following well
known approximated discretized version of the Zakai equation,
| ,(m) \t+=(m)(dm)
=| Em0 _exp \$( y) V h&=2 &h&2+ ,(mx(=))& \t(dm0)+o(=),
where , denotes a test function. When the mesh =  0, then the product of
the exponential factors will converge to an exponential martingale and we
get the following well known exact formula for the Zakai unnormalized
density:
|
M
,(m) \t(dm)
=EX\0 _exp \|
t
0
h(mx({)) V dy({)&
1
2
&h(mx({)&2 d{+ ,(mx(t))& .
Applying the Markov property and taking the stochastic differential
relatively to t we get the Zakai equation
dt( \t , ,) =(\t , L,) dt+( \t , h,) dy. (1.3)
2. ROBUST RESOLUTION OF THE ZAKAI EQUATION THROUGH
A PHASE TRANSFORM.
2.1. Phase Transform
We introduce the phase function,
Ut=|
t
0
[exp[(t&s) L] h V dy(s), (2.1)
then by Ito^ calculus
dt Ut=LUt dt+h V dy; dteUt=eUt[A dt+h V dy],
where
A= 12 &h&
2+LUt .
We transform the Zakai equation through the change of measure
_t = e&Ut\t ; (2.2)
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we get
(e&Utdt eUt_t , ,)
=(_t , A,) dt(_t , h,) V dy+(dt_t+d_t .dUt , ,) ,
where the last term corresponds to the stochastic contraction; we use now
(1.3) and get
(e&UtdteUt_t , ,) =(_t , eUtL(e&Ut,))+(_t , h,) V dy.
The main point of this computation is the cancellation of the coefficient of
the stochastic differential dy, therefore the _t is differentiable relative to t
and the stochastic contraction disappears; we obtain
 t _t , ,=(_t , eUtL(e&Ut,)&(_t , A,). (2.3)
Lemma 2.1. (Robust Resolution). Given s1 assume that
Lsh is a continuous function on M. (2.4)
Then the map
y(V) [ Ls&1U
*
is continuous for the uniform topology. (2.5)
Proof. Consider the case s=2. We have
LUt=|
t
0
e(t&s)LLh dy(s)
=( y(t)& y(0)) Lh+|
t
0
e(t&s) LL2h( y(s)& y(0)) ds. (2.6)
The last equality, which has been obtained through an integration by parts,
makes clear the wanted continuity. K
2.2. A Parabolic Differential Equation for the Density
It results from [3, 17] that (1.1) implies that \t is absolutely continuous
relative to +; it is the same for _t ; we introduce as a basic function the
RadonNikodym density qt=d_t d+. Then recalling (1.3) and using the
symmetry of the operator L in L2+ , we get the following parabolic equation
for qt
qt
t
=[e&UtLeUt&A] qt or 1Uq=0,
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where
1Uq=
q
t
&Lqt&{Ut V {qt&(&{Ut &2& 12 &h&
2) qt . (2.7)
The solution qt of (2.7) must depend continuously upon {Ut as this will
be shown in Sections 3 and 4.
Remark 2.2. Our robust resolution is different from the robust resolu-
tion proposed by M. H. A. Davis [8], see also [10].
3. REPRESENTATION OF qT THROUGH A GIRSANOV
FORMULA
3.1. Stochastic Flow Associated to L
We shall first parametrize canonically the diffusion process associated to
L by an Rd-valued Brownian motion. In a local chart this parametrization
could be done by solving an Ito^ SDE in local coordinates. The advantage
to supposing L defined through second order derivatives along globally
defined vector fields is that we obtain a canonic parametrization of the
associated diffusion by solving, in local coordinates, the following
Stratonovitch SDE,
dm:x({)=:
k
A:k b dx
k({)+A:0 d{, (3.1)
where x # X, and X denotes the Wiener Space of the Rd-valued Brownian
motion. We denote by xs the StroockVaradhan approximation of x
defined by the conditions xs(k2&s)=x(k2&s) for every integer k2s, xs
being piecewise linear in the dyadic intervals of order s. We associate to the
SDE (3.1) the following family of approximating ODE
m* xs=:
k
Akx* ks +A0 .
We denote by Uxs{  0(m0) the solution of this ODE under the initial condi-
tion mxs({)=m0 ; then for every fixed {, U
xs
{  0 is a C
-diffeomorphism of
M. Its Jacobian J is obtained by solving in local coordinates the linearized
matrix ODE
d{ Jxs{  0 =[Mk dx
k
s ({)+M0 d{] J
xs
{  0 ,
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where
[Mk]:;=

m;
A:l ; 0kd.
When s  , according the limit theorem, see [18, p. 232], the solution of
the previous ODE converges uniformly towards the solution of the matrix
valued Stratonovitch SDE,
d{ Jx{  0=[Mk b dx
k+M0 d{] Jx{  0 . (3.2)
Therefore the convergence of Uxs{  0 is realized for the C
1 topology; iterat-
ing the same type of argument we obtain that the convergence is realized
in fact for the C topology (see Stroock [24]). Furthermore it can be
proved that Ux{  0 is a C
 diffeomorphism, see Kunita [15].
3.2. A Girsanov Multiplicative Functional
We define Qxt0  t(m0 , x)=Q
1+Q2 where
Q1=|
t
t0
{Ut0&s(mx(s)) V dx(s),
(3.3)
Q2= 12 |
t
t0
(&{Ut&2&&h(mx(s)&2) ds,
where the first integral is an Ito^ stochastic integral. By the Girsanov
Theorem we can subordinate the process associated to the operator 1U to
the process associated to the operator (t)&L and we get the following
result: for all t # [0, t0], we have
qt0(m0)=Em0[exp(Q
x
t0  t
(m0 , x)) qt0&t(mx(t))], where (3.4)
mx(s)=Uxs  0(m0).
The time reversing on the process mx(V) from the time t0 has for effect to
change x into x0({)=x(t0&{); we consider the kernel
K$(m0 , m)=Emx($)=mm0 (exp(Q
x0
$ ), where $=t0&t.
We denote by ?
*
(m0 , m) the fundamental solution of the heat operator
associated to the hypoelliptic operator L. Denote
KU$ (m0 , dm)=K$(m0 , m) ?$(m0 , m) +(dm)
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then the formula (3.4) becomes
qt0(m0)=| K U$ (m0 , dm) qt0&$(m). (3.5)
Remark 3.1. In the previous computations the observation y appears as
a fixed parameter determining the phase U. The kernel KU depends only on
the phase function.
4. ESTIMATION OF LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES BY
THE STOCHASTIC CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS.
The solution \(t) of the Zakai equation leads to the conditional law
dividing by the scaling constant :(t)= d\t ; by translating the situation in
a logarithmic scale and by taking the gradient we sweep out the scaling
constant; thus the logarithmic derivative of the solution of the Zakai
equation is equal to the logarithmic derivative of the density conditional
law.
As the estimation of &{Ut& comes easily from Section 5, the remaining
problem is the estimation of &{ log(qt)&; we shall get this estimate through
the stochastic calculus of variation. The stochastic calculus of variation
works with divergences, i.e., ‘‘logarithmic derivative of measures’’; it is not
surprising that it provides a direct access to logarithmic derivatives
estimates (Holley and Stroock [12] and [18, p. 73]).
The stochastic calculus of variations associated to L does not depend
upon the observation; it is based on the stochastic flow Ux
*  *
.
The observation appears only through the functional Q. Given a vector
field Z on the Wiener space X we have the following identity relating
integation by part formulas when we change the based measure from the
Wiener measure & to the new measure exp(Q) &. We denote div&(Z) as the
adjoint in L2& of the directional derivative DZ along Z. We have [18, p. 68]
div(exp Q) &(Z)=div&(Z)+DZ Q.
Theorem 4.1. Choose on M a riemannian metric, denote by { the
associated gradient operator, and by {s the iterated gradient relative to the
LeviCivita connection. Given Rs , s=1, ..., r assume that
&{ jU{&L(M )Rj , \{ # [t0&$, t0], s=1, ..., r. (4.1)
Then there exists constants cs depending only upon R and $ such that
|{sm0 K
U(m0 , dm)|csKU (m0 , dm), s # [1, r&3], (4.2)
These inequalities hold true for the natural order on measures on M.
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Proof. All measures appearing being absolutely continuous relative to
+, the wanted inequalities are equivalent to the inequalites for the corre-
sponding RadonNikodym density relatively to +.
We remark that the hypoelliticity of L implies that (see Appendix A)
sup
m0 , m
|log ?$(m0 , m)|=c<,
(4.3)
sup
m0 , m
|{sm0 ?$(m0 , m)|=cs<.
Consider the map g : X [ M defined by g(x)=U$  0(m0); then g # D(X );
the hypoellipticity implies ([18, p. 249], Kusuoka and Stroock [16], and
Nualart [19, pp. 116125]) that g is not degenerated which means that the
following facts (i) and (ii) are satisfied
(i) the differential g$(x) is surjective; we denote by #(x) its left
inverse of minimum norm.
(ii) &#& # L p(X ) for all p<
We have then
KU (m0 , V)= g*(exp(Q) &)
We construct a system of vector fields on M, let z j, j=1, ..., q, be such
that at each point m0 # M their localization generates Tm0(M ); we associate
the tangent vector fields Z j defined on X by the formula
Z jx=#(x) J
x
$  0(z
j).
Then we have
zj KU (m0 , V)= g*[(div&(Z
j)) &]+ g
*
[(DZ j)(exp Q) &].
The first term corresponds to the case where Q=0 and is controlled by
(4.3).
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant c depending only upon the R. appear-
ing in (4.1) such that, defining
,0(m)=E g(x)=m(exp Q), ,j (m)=E g(x)=m[(exp Q) DZ j Q],
we have
&,k&L(M )<c, k=0, 1, ..., q. (4.4)
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Proof. Given a vector field % on M, we lift up (see, e.g., [18, p. 69]) to
a vector field on X defined by 3x=#(x)(%g(x)). Then for k=1, ..., d
(%, d,k) m=E g(x)=m(D3[DZk Q exp(Q)]),
and for k=0 we get an analogous expression where the derivative of DZk Q
has disappeared from the r.h.s.. The Sobolev embedding on M controls
&,&L in term of the Sobolev norm &,&W
1
p(M ) where p>r; this last norm is
equivalent to the L p norm of %s , where the %s=zs are the finite number
of vector fields on M, chosen before. Using (4.3) we can define the Sobolev
space W p1(M) relative to the based measure *(dm)=?$(m0 , m) +(dm).
Using the convexity of conditional expectation we have
|
M
|%s ,k | p *(dm)E( |D3s DZ j Q exp(Q)| p).
By the exponential martingale estimate we have E(exp 2pQ)<c; using
the Ho lder inequality the lemma will be proved if we show D23s, Z j Q #
L2p(X) and D3s Q, DZ j Q # L4p(X). All these inclusions will be a
consequence of Q # D5p2 (X ). We have therefore to differentiate twice the
functional Q. The differentiation of mx(t) is obtained through the formula
DZ(mx(t))=|
t
0
Jt  {Z4 ({) d{,
where J has been defined in (3.2). The Lebesgue integral appearing in Q2
defined in (3.3) is differentiated according to the rule of classical differential
calculus, operations which are possible granted the fact that the first three
derivatives of U are uniformly bounded. The Ito^ stochastic integral Q1 can
be written as a Stratonovitch Integral at the prize of a stochastic contrac-
tion introducing an extra derivation; then it is possible to differentiate this
Stratonovitch integral as an usual integral (see for instance [6, formula
7.6.2]): to perform the two derivations of Q1 we need four derivatives for
U. We have therefore proved (4.2) in the case r=4. By iterating these
derivation procedures we get (4.2) for r>4. K
Corollary 4.3. Assume that h # C(M ). Then (4.1) holds true for
every r and we can take the constant
Rj=cj sup
{
&h(t0)&h({)&, (4.5)
where cj are universal constants independent of the observation.
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Proof. By (2.5) the uniform norm of LsU has a bound which has the
same shape as the r.h.s of (2.6); using the hypoellipticity of L the uniform
bounds of the first j derivatives are controlled by the uniform norm of
LkjU where k is an integer independent of the observation. K
5. ASYMPTOTIC ERGODICITY OF THE PHASE PROCESS
We have Ut=U 1t +U
2
t &U
3
t &U
4
t where
U 1t =|
t
&
G(t, s) dW(s), U 2t =|
t
&
G(t, s) h(mx(s)) ds,
G(t, s)=exp[(t&s) L] h,
and where U 3t , U
4
t denote the same integrals taken on ]&, 0]. We
remark that U 1
*
is an OrnsteinUhlenbeck process; the ergodicity of the
process mx(V) implies that U2* is an ergodic process. Denote by &2: the
greatest negative value of L, then we have for t>0
&U 4t &L<c exp(&:t); \p<, E( |U
3
t |
p)<cp exp(& p:t). (5.1)
Then (5.1) proves the convergence of the phase process towards the ergodic
process U :=U1+U 2.
6. VANISHING OF THE REMOTE PAST
We first define a distance on the set of all positive functions on M,
following Zeitouni [2].
Let f, g>0 on M, set _( f, g)= fg, and
d( f, g)=
supm # M _( f, g)
infm # M _( f, g)
&1.
Lemma 6.1. Let q10 , q
2
00 on M, F(t)=d(q
1
t , q
2
t ). Then F is nonincreasing.
Proof. Set
A(t)= sup
m # M
_(q1t , q
2
t ), a(t)= inf
m # M
_(q1t , q
2
t ).
Then for any t0>0 we have
a(t0) q2t0(m)q
1
t0
(m)A(t0) q2t0(m), m # M.
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If t>t0 , by the properties of the parabolic evolution, it follows that
a(t0) q2t (m)q
1
t (m)A(t0) q
2
t (m), m # M,
or, equivalently,
a(t0)
q1t (m)
q2t (m)
A(t0).
Therefore
a(t0)a(t), A(t0)A(t),
and consequently
A(t)
a(t)

A(t0)
a(t0)
,
as required. K
Lemma 6.2. Let =>0, and
Ot, = {m # M : q
1
t (m)
q2t (m)
e&=A(t)= .
Then there exists C(M, =)=C(M ) # (0, 1] such that
+(Ot, =)C(M ).
Proof. There exists m0 # M such that
q1t (m0)
q2t (m0)
=A(t).
Set
(m)=log
q1t (m)
q2t (m)
,
then (m0)=log A(t) and there exists c>0 such that &{&c. Now on
the ball B(m0 , =c) we have |m&m0 |=c, and so
|(m)&(m0)|&{& |m&m0 |<=,
and
(m)(m0)&==log A(t)&=.
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which yields
q1t (m)
q2t (m)
A(t) e&=.
Therefore
Ot, = #B(m0 , =c),
and the conlusion follows K
In exactly the same way we prove the result
Lemma 6.3. Let =>0, and
O$t, = {m # M : q
1
t (m)
q2t (m)
e=a(t)= .
Then there exists C(M, =)=C(M ) # (0, 1] such that
+(O$t, =)C(M ).
We fix now $, N>0 and define a sequence of stopping times:
{
T1=inf[t$ : sup
s # [t&$, t]
| y(s)& y(t)|N],
(6.1)
Tk+1=inf[t>Tk+$ : sup
s # [t&$, t]
| y(s)& y(t)|N].
Lemma 6.4. Choose $=1 and N=&h&+4. Then stopping times Tk ,
k # N, are almost surely finite.
Proof. For any a>1 we set
Aa= sup
s # [a&1, a]
|W(s)&W(a)|,
so that
| y(s)& y(a)|&h&+Aa .
We have, by the exponential martingale estimate,
E(exp(*Aa&*2))1, *>0,
that implies
E(exp(*Aa))exp(*2), *>0.
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Therefore, by the Chebichev inequality,
P(Aa>4) inf
*>0
exp(*2&4*).
Taking infimum on *, we find
P(Aa>4)exp(&4). (6.2)
For any n # N set
4n= ,
n
k=1
[A2k>4].
Then P(4n)exp(&8n), and therefore
:

n=1
P(4n)<+.
By the BorelCantelli lemma it follows that almost surely there exists n
such that An<4. This implies that
sup
s # [n&1, n]
| y(s)& y(n)|&h&+4=N.
Therefore T1 is finite almost surely. In a similar way we prove that Tk is
almost surely finite for all k>1. K
Lemma 6.5. Let $=1 and tk=Tk&$2. Then there exists C$(M ) #
(0, 1] such that
a(Tk)a(tk)+C$(M )(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)), (6.3)
A(Tk)A(tk)&C$(M )(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)). (6.4)
Proof. Set
r(tk)=q1tk&a(tk) q
2
tk
.
Then we have
|
O(tk , =)
r(tk) +(dm)=|
O(tk , =)
(q1tk q
2
tk
&a(tk)) q2tk +(dm)
|
O(tk , =)
(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)) q2tk +(dm)
C$(M)(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)) &q2tk & , (6.5)
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since q2tk(m) can be the estimate from below in terms of &q
2
tk
& by
Theorem 4.1. It follows, denoting by PTk  tk the evolution operator,
|
M
PTk  tk(r(tk)) +(dm)
|
M
r(tk) +(dm)
|
O(tk , =)
r(tk) +(dm)
C$(M)(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)) &q2tk & . (6.6)
Setting g=PTk  tk(r(tk)), we have
g=q1Tk&a(tk) q
2
Tk
,
that is, equivalent to
q1Tk(m)
q2Tk(m)
&a(tk)=
g(m)
q2Tk(m)
, m # M. (6.7)
By (6.6) it follows, taking again into account the estimate of { log q2tk given
by Theorem 4.1,
inf
m # M
gC$(M )(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)) q2tk(m).
Therefore, comparing with (6.7) it follows
q1Tk(m)
q2Tk(m)
a(tk)+C$(M )(A(tk) e&=&a(tk)),
and (6.3) is proved. Inequality (6.4) follows similarly. K
We are now in position to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 6.6. (Remote Past Vanishing). Let q10 , q
2
0 be nonnegative on
M. Then
lim
t  +
d(q1t , q
2
t )=0. (6.8)
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Proof. We set
d (Tk)=
A(Tk)
a(Tk)
.
We are going to prove that
lim
k  
d (Tk)=1, (6.9)
that will achieve the proof.
By (6.3) and (6.4) we have in fact
d (Tk)8(d (tk)),
where
8(x)=
:!+;
#!+$
, (6.10)
and
:=1&C$(M ) e&=, ;=C$(M ), #=C$(M ) e&=, $=1&C$(M ).
We notice that 8 is increasing since
det \:#
;
$+=1&C$(M )(1&e&=)  1 as =  0.
Now taking into account (6.10) it follows
d (Tk+1)8(d (tk+1))8(d (Tk)),
and by recurrence
d (Tk+N)8(d (Tk)), N # N.
This implies
lim
t  +
d (t)!0 ,
where !0 is the greater solution to the equation 8(!0)=!0 . Since, as easily
checked, !0=e=, the conclusion (6.9) follows from arbitrariness of =. K
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7. ASYMPTOTIC ERGODICITY
We denote by 3 the simplex of positive Radon measures on M of total
mass 1 with the weak-* topology: then 3 is compact topological space. The
asymptotic process will be a stationary process %|(V), having 3 for states
space, with continuous trajectories. Therefore there exist on 3 a Borel
measure 2, which is invariant under the process %|(V).
We call coordinates diffusion !x, W (V)=(mx(V), dyx, W (V)) associated to
the systems of SDE (1.2) and (3.1) and having for states space M_Rn.
Denote X$ the probability space of an Rd+n valued brownian motion con-
sidered for time running between ]&, +[. The first component of !(V)
is the ergodic process mx(V) where we take for initial distribution for t=0
the measure +; its second component is the stochastic differential dyx, W (V).
This means that the knowledge of the observation process on an interval
[:, ;] is equivalent to the knowledge of the variations y({)& y({$) for
{, {$ # [:, ;].
The corresponding probability space of !(V) is X$_(M, +)=1.
We solve the filtering equation from time T taking for initial measure the
measure + and we denote by %Ty ({), {>T the probability measure which is
a solution, where {>T.
Theorem 7.1. When T  & the process %Ty tends to a limit %

y .
Furthermore denoting by F{ the _-field generated by y(t)& y({), \t<{ we
have that %y ({) is F
{-measurable.
Proof. Given T<T $ we consider the law %Ty (T $)=\. Then %
T
y ({) for
{>T $ can be computed as the normalized solution of the filtering equation
with initial value in T $ being \.
We have therefore two different solutions %Ty , %
T $
y of the filtering equation
under the same observation, but corresponding to two different initial
values in T $.
When T $  &, by the vanishing of the remote past, %T $y (0)  %
T
y (0). In
the same way if S is a finite set in R+, we have %T $y (S)  %
T
y (Ss). K
Theorem 7.2. The process %y ({) is stationary.
Proof. As we have defined the process 3y only on [0, +[, we mean
by stationarity that the law of
3y ({1), ..., 3

y ({k)
is equal to the law of
3y ({1+a), ..., 3

y ({k+a).
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As 3y ({k) is F
{k -measurable, this result will be implied by the fact that
the shift {  {+a induces an isomorphism of the probability space Y of
the observations. K
Theorem 7.3. The process !#(V), %y (V) is Markovian.
Proof. In fact this process satisfies a system of SDE constituted by
(1.2), (3.1), and the Zakai Eq. (1.3). K
Theorem 7.4. Given the observation y, let us start the filtering process
_y({) from {=0 with an arbitrary initial measure _0 . Then
lim
{  +
d(_y({), %y ({))=0.
Proof. We can consider %y ({) as being defined starting the filtering
process from {=0 with the initial measure %y (0). Then the theorem of
vanishing of the remote past gives the result. K
APPENDIX
Minoration of the Fundamental Solution of a Ho rmander type Operator
For the sake of completness we shall prove the following result, which
can be also deduced from [1, 3].
Theorem A.1. The probability density of the stochastic process
associated to a Ho rmander type operator is everywhere strictly positive.
Proof. Our proof will be based on the implicit function theorem in the
context of quasisure analysis, see [18, p. 130].
We fix m0 # M, we denote by g the map of the Wiener space X to M
defined by
g(x)=Ux1  0(m0),
and we denote by g* its redefinition in the sense of quasisure analysis. We
denote by r the dimension of M, we fix an orthonormal system
h1 , ..., hr # H1([0, 1]; Rd),
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and we consider
.x(!)= g* \x+ :k # [1, r] !k hk+ .
Then by [18, Theorem 3.2, p. 129], we have that a.s. in x, .x # C(Rd; M ).
Denote by #r the gaussian measure on Rr and by #ar the multiplication of
#r by the indicatrix function of the ball Ba of radius a.
Lemma 8.2. Assume that det(.$x(!)){0 on Ba . Then we have
(.x)* #r=}x(m) +(dm),
where a.s. in x, }x # C0(M ).
Proof. As we have a map of Rr into M and M is of dimension r, we can
use the formula of change of variables in finite dimensions
}x(m)= :
! # .x
&1(m)
[det(.$x(!))] exp \&|!|
2
2 + ,
where a.s. in x, }x # C0(M ). A discontinuity of }x(V) could appear at m1
when there exists a sequence mk  m1 such that !n1 , !
n
2 # .
&1
x (mn), !
n
1 {!
n
2
will satisfy lim !n1=lim !
n
2. Then det(.x(!
n
1))  0, and the discontinuity can-
not exist. K
Proof of Theorem A.1. By the control theory, we know that the
Ho rmander condition implies that, given m1 # M, we can find k # H 1 such
that Uk1  0(m0)=m1 . Approximating x by a sequence [k n ]/H
1, we
obtain that .&1x (m) is not empty on a dense set of M. As .x # C
1, the
implicit function theorem in finite dimensions applied to .x will prove that
.x is surjective provided the following estimate holds
det(.$x(!)){0, \! # Rd.
As we can replace x [ x+k # [1, r] hk !
0
k without changing the class of the
Wiener measure it is sufficient to prove almost surely in x that we can find
h1 , ..., hr # H1 such that det(.$x(0)){0. This possibility results from the
implicit function theorem [18, p. 130]. Now the theorem follows from
the fact that, for (h1 , ..., hr) being fixed,
|
M
Ky(m) +(dy)=(g)* (+x),
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where y # Y, the gaussian space defined by the splitting in the sense of [18,
p. 127] of X by Z, the subspace of H generated by (h1 , ..., hr) and Z= its
orthogonal. K
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